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Nigel Farage faces European Parliament ban over alleged
gifts from Brexiteer Arron Banks

Nigel Farage faces European Parliament ban over alleged gifts from Br…
Nigel Farage faces being banned from the European Parliament after he was set a
24 hour deadline to explain why he allegedly failed to declare almost half a million
pounds in gifts from Brexiteer tyc…

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2019/06/04/nigel-farage-faces-european-parliamen…

None of the alleged donations from insurance tycoon Arron Banks, which included a

chauffeur-driven car and rent and bills on a £4.4m Chelsea home, were published on

the parliament’s online register of interests 
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‼ Aaron Banks & Nigel Farage 
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Banks & Farage 
 

Nigel Farage's trips to the U.S. to meet Trump and address 
the RNC were funded by Aaron Banks, an insurance millionaire 
who bankrolled a Brexit campaign and is under investigation 
amid claims some of his money may have come from 
Russia.newsweek.com/nigel-farage-t…

58 2:13 PM - May 29, 2019

40 people are talking about this

Farage's meetings with Trump funded by millionaire under inv…
Nigel Farage flew several times to the U.S. to meet with Donald
Trump and other Republicans in trips reportedly funded by the pro-
newsweek.com

‼ Nigel Farage’s funding secrets revealed 
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Nigel Farage’s funding secrets revealed 
 

Channel 4 News investigation reveals how millionaire Arron 
Banks spent approximately £450,000 on Nigel Farage to fund 
lavish lifestyle the year following the EU referendum in summer 
2016. channel4.com/news/nigel-far…

63 2:23 PM - May 29, 2019

46 people are talking about this

Nigel Farage’s funding secrets revealed
Channel 4 News investigation reveals how millionaire Arron Banks
spent approximately £450,000 on Nigel Farage to fund lavish lifestyle
channel4.com

‼ TeamBrexitTrump Business opportunities 
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Farage Business opportunities 
 
The day before Mr Farage was photographed with Trump in 
Trump Tower, American strategist Gerry Gunster, of Goddard 
Gunster, proposed capitalising on Farage’s celebrity to establish 
a new international political 
consultancy.channel4.com/news/nigel-far…

11 3:32 PM - May 29, 2019
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Nigel Farage’s funding secrets revealed
Channel 4 News investigation reveals how millionaire Arron Banks
spent approximately £450,000 on Nigel Farage to fund lavish lifestyle
channel4.com

‼ Aaron Banks Investigation 
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The Brexit Party 
 
Aaron Banks is currently under investigation by the National 
Crime Agency over the source of money used to fund his 
Leave.EU referendum campaign.channel4.com/news/nigel-far…

32 3:49 PM - May 29, 2019

22 people are talking about this

Leave.EU Homepage
Leave.EU played a decisive role in the British public’s historic vote to
leave the EU on June 23rd. The campaign is remaining active
leave.eu

‼ George Cotrell 💰💦 Conviction 

 

Cotrell was Farage’s aide.  
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Farage’s aide & UKIP’s head of fundraising George Cotrell 
jailed 
 

When Nigel Farage, Mr. Brexit, watched Trump accept the 
Republican Party’s presidential nomination at the convention last 
year he had an extremely unlikely companion—George 
Cotrellthedailybeast.com/meet-posh-geor…

55 4:08 PM - May 29, 2019

46 people are talking about this

Meet ‘Posh George’: The Shady Money Man Tangled Up With …
Why did Nigel Farage take a dark web fraudster to the Republican
convention? And what did this young money-laundering maven tell
thedailybeast.com

The MEP could be fined, banned for up to 30 days from the parliamentary activity,

and, in what would be an unprecedented move, have his parliament badge

temporarily revoked. 

Nigel Farage faces European Parliament ban over alleged gifts from Br…
Nigel Farage faces being banned from the European Parliament after he was set a
24 hour deadline to explain why he allegedly failed to declare almost half a million
pounds in gifts from Brexiteer tyc…

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2019/06/04/nigel-farage-faces-european-parliame…

That could mean Mr Farage being unable to enter the parliament in Strasbourg and

Brussels at the head of his 29 new Brexit Party MEPs when the new parliament

begins on July 2. He would be unable to make a victory speech in the plenary

chamber. 
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It’s been a rough week for Farage:  

 

Marine Le Pen & Matteo Salvini reject Nigel Farage's Leadership in hard right Euro

Supergroup 

 

Marine Le Pen & Matteo Salvini reject Nigel Farage's Leadership in Eur…
Marine Le Pen & Matteo Salvini reject Nigel Farage's Leadership in Euro
Supergroup - EU Today

https://eutoday.net/news/politics/2019/marine-le-pen-matteo-salvini-reject-nigel-farage…

‼ Nexus Farage & Assange/Wikileaks & Trump 

 

March 2017 Farage visited Assange, which revealed a link between WikiLeaks’

ideology, Ukip’s ideology and Trump’s ideology that is not necessarily just an affinity.

It is also, potentially, a channel of comms. 

When Nigel Farage met Julian Assange
Why did Ukip’s ex-leader want to slip in unnoticed to meet the WikiLeaks chief at
the Ecuadorian embassy?

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/apr/23/when-nigel-farage-met-julian-assange
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• • •

Nigel Farage allegedly held several secret meetings with Julian Assange and gave him

a USB stick with data on it, a US congressional enquiry has heard. 

Nigel Farage gave Julian Assange data on USB stick, US congressiona…
Nigel Farage allegedly held several secret meetings with Julian Assange and gave
him a USB stick with data on it, a US congressional enquiry has heard.

https://www.france24.com/en/20180120-usa-uk-nigel-farage-julian-assange-secret-me…

Former UKIP leader Nigel Farage is alleged to have made several undisclosed trips to

the Ecuadorian embassy in London to visit WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange. 
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